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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OVERVIEW
Rheumatic fever (RF) and rheumatic heart disease (RHD) are avoidable causes of illness and premature
death in New Zealand, with particularly high rates in Māori and Pacific children. Overcrowding, economic
deprivation and poor access to health care services increase the risk of a person contracting a Group A
Streptococcal (GAS) throat infection which may lead to RF. Raising awareness of the disease, its
consequences and how to prevent it has been a key focus for Toi Te Ora – Public Health (Toi Te Ora)
since 2009.

Local understanding, partnership and collaboration with the school-based swabbing

programmes, and the communities they serve, have been central to this approach.

The reduction of RF is also a Government priority, with a Better Public Services (BPS) target of reducing
1

RF cases by two thirds (to 1.4 cases per 100,000 people by 2017) . The Bay of Plenty District Health
Board (BOPDHB) has developed a RF Prevention Plan to co-ordinate services and prioritise initiatives to
achieve the BPS target.
The purpose of this evaluation report is to:
1. Provide a background summary of the 2010, 2011 and 2012 Bay of Plenty RF awareness
campaigns
2. Present a summary of the 2014 Bay of Plenty RF awareness campaign
3. Present the findings and recommendations from the evaluation of the 2014 Bay of Plenty RF
awareness campaign
SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS


Since the Toi Te Ora RF awareness campaigns commenced in 2009, community awareness has
markedly increased and continues to do so. Community awareness was highest in communities
with a high incidence of RF.



Two thirds of surveyed individuals knew something about RF, with half relating RF to sore throats
and the heart, and nearly 80% relating RF to children.



One third of surveyed individuals did not know about RF. Knowledge was lowest in Whakatane
and Tauranga City.
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Television adverts were identified as the most readily recalled source of information, followed by
knowing someone who has RF. Approximately 20% of those surveyed mentioned the campaign
organised by Toi Te Ora.



Those surveyed expressed strong support for school based throat swabbing programmes and
community health workers (CHWs) and nurses that run them.



CHWs/nurses highlighted the benefits of tangible resources for children and the value of
supporting local community events.

RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS ARISING FROM THE STREET SURVEYS:


Awareness raising campaigns should be continued as one means of reducing the burden of RF in
the Bay of Plenty and working towards government RF targets.



Continue to utilise national RF resources and messages, tailored to fit local communities, to
establish clear and consistent messaging.



When reviewing future service funding and delivery the positive impact of school based throat
swabbing programmes and CHW/nurse input in high incidence communities should be a key
consideration.



A large percentage of those surveyed in high incidence communities knew people with RF/RHD.
Ongoing support and education regarding RF/RHD and its management should be provided to
those diagnosed with RF/RHD, their whānau and the wider community.

RECOMMENDATIONS ARISING FROM FEEDBACK FR OM THE CHWS/NURSES:


The supply of tangible resources for school children should be encouraged as a method of
promoting brand identity and reinforcing key messages e.g. colourful drawstring bags with the RF
message and logo on. It is recommended that any resources are disseminated in conjunction with
education about RF/sore throats to maximise their potential impact.



Consideration should be given to the use of social media at a national level Ministry of Health
(MoH) and the Health Promotion agency (HPA) in order to engage youth.



Consideration should be given to the support of local community events to embed CHWs/nurses
and RF messages into the wider communities.



Further research into the encouragement of reporting sore throats by young males is
recommended, as they were identified as a key cohort who were less likely to report a sore
throat.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TOI TE ORA:


Toi Te Ora should advocate to the MoH for ongoing national TV-based campaigns as these were
identified as the most readily recalled method of awareness raising.



Toi Te Ora should undertake a review of their aims and responsibilities with RF awareness
raising. In recent years, Toi Te Ora campaigns have been shown to be highly effective in raising
local awareness; however this evaluation suggests national campaigns have superseded them.
Toi Te Ora funding and resourcing may therefore be better utilised on other aspects of RF
reduction. Should the MoH programmes cease, Toi Te Ora will need to revisit the need for local
campaigns.



Further evaluations regarding RF knowledge in the community should be targeted to identifying
cohorts whom RF messaging has not reached, in depth surveys of RF awareness in high
incidence communities, or answer specific questions e.g. the effectiveness of targeted versus
general awareness campaigns.



Further research is needed to understand why there are apparent gaps between knowledge and
practice regarding sore throat management and antibiotic adherence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This report presents the findings and recommendations from the evaluation of the 2014 RF awareness
campaign undertaken by Toi Te Ora. The report structure is described below, with detailed results and
resources provided in the appendices.
1.1

REPORT STRUCTURE

The report is presented in five sections:
Section 1: Introduction, background, and review of previous campaigns undertaken by Toi Te Ora.
Section 2: Overview of the 2014 awareness campaign, the aims and objectives of the evaluation, and the
evaluation methodology.
Section 3: The qualitative and quantitative results of the evaluation.
Section 4: Discussion of key findings and recommendations.
Section 5: Appendices, including full results.
1.2

BACKGROUND

Acute RF may develop following an infection with group A Streptococcus (GAS), commonly a throat
infection. It is an immune reaction to the infection, which can cause serious sequelae including permanent
heart damage, termed rheumatic heart disease (RHD). RF and RHD are avoidable causes of illness and
premature death in New Zealand with particularly high incidence in Māori and Pacific children and youth.
Overcrowding, economic deprivation and poor access to health care services increase the risk of RF.
Raising awareness of the disease, its consequences and how to prevent it has been a key focus for Toi
Te Ora since 2009.
As one of 10 Better Public Services (BPS) targets, the Government has set a target to reduce the
1

incidence of RF by two-thirds to 1.4 cases per 100,000 people by 2017 . The BOPDHB has been
identified as a DHB with high incidence of RF and as such developed a RF Prevention Plan to coordinate
services and prioritise initiatives to achieve the BPS target.

2

The MoH and the HPA are working together to deliver a national awareness campaign as part of the RF
Prevention Programme, with particular focus on Pacific and Māori audiences. The MoH and HPA winter
awareness campaign was delivered between May and August 2014. The campaign included resources
for health professionals, television, radio and online advertising/social media and printed material. The
key messages focussed on helping to increase knowledge of the link between sore throats and RF, the
serious heart damage it can cause and the impact this has on at-risk families and communities.
1.3

BOPDHB CASES OF RF

Data on initial hospitalisations for RF for BOPDHB residents for the 2009-2013 period demonstrate that:
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For the 2009-2013 period there was an average of 8.8 cases per year in the BOPDHB area.



BOPDHB Rheumatic fever rates are highest in the Eastern Bay of Plenty.



In the BOPDHB area 86% of notified cases of RF were in Māori children. Children aged 5-14
years are a key group with a high risk of RF. Seventy three percent of cases were in this age
group in BOPDHB.

1.4

TOI TE ORA BAY OF PLENTY RF AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS 2010, 2011, 2012

Multimedia awareness campaigns were undertaken by Toi Te Ora in 2010, 2011 and 2012. The
campaigns ran from March to June each year with funding provided by BOPDHB.

1.4.1

METHODS

Key audiences were Māori parents, whānau and school-aged children. Activities included:


Press releases, advertorials and commissioned articles in local newspapers



Locally voiced radio adverts on community/iwi radio stations (with a Te Reo mihi)



Kanohi ki te kanohi (face-to-face) approaches



Development and dissemination of English and Te Reo resources and panui (newsletter)



Development of a Toi Te Ora RF webpage

School-based throat swabbing programmes, pamphlets and posters were fronted by local champions who
have had RF and shared their images and stories. Running multimedia campaigns in partnership with the
school-based swabbing programmes ensured the messages built on existing relationships and
maintained a presence after the media campaigns finished. Further information is available on the Toi Te
Ora campaign webpage: http://www.ttophs.govt.nz/rf_campaign

1.4.2

EVALUATION RESULTS

Street surveys were undertaken in Tauranga, Whakatane, Opotiki and Kawerau in 2010 and 2011 to
quantify community RF awareness before, during, and after the Toi Te Ora awareness campaign. These
demonstrated an increase in awareness of RF during and following the campaign, as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Awareness of RF before, during, and following the 2010 and 2011 awareness campaigns

4

5

An Issues of Health and Wellbeing Survey undertaken by Toi Te Ora in 2012 concurred, with 65% of
respondents answering that sore throats can lead to RF and 82% reporting that if they had a sore throat
they would get it checked and ask for a throat swab. There has been an increase in the number of throat
swabs taken across the Bay of Plenty from 2010 as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Throat swabs taken in the EBOP from 2006 to 2013

6

*Note - 2013 is based on six months data only – projected totals for 2013 would be expected to show a
continuing upward trend:


12,000+ school and community swabs



2,800+ practices swabs



420+ hospital swabs

1.4.3

EVALUATION FINDINGS

Evaluation determined that collaborative partnerships, community, and kanohi ki te kanohi (face-to-face)
engagement were crucial elements of effective awareness campaigns in the Bay of Plenty.
approaches, messages and resources have been shared regionally and nationally.
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2. THE 2014 TOI TE ORA BAY OF PLENTY RF AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
In 2014 Toi Te Ora again undertook a RF awareness campaign which ran from 1 April to 30 June. The
Toi Te Ora campaign overlapped with the MoH/HPA national RF winter campaign, undertaken between
May and August 2014. Toi Te Ora therefore modified its delivery message to be in keeping with the
national campaign - ‘Stop Sore Throats Hurting Hearts’. This was a departure from previous messages of
‘Sore Throats Matter’ and the use of resources showing local children who have suffered RF. The
adoption of the national message was to provide consistency and allow efficient use of local and national
resources.
The aims of the 2014 Toi Te Ora campaign were;
1. To increase awareness of the importance of getting children’s sore throat checked and treated
quickly to prevent RF.
2. To increase general awareness of RF across the Bay of Plenty.

Targeted and general awareness raising approaches were used:


A targeted approach focused on Māori and Pacific parents, families, whānau, and caregivers of
school-aged children in communities with a high prevalence of RF. Collaborative partnerships
involving school-based swabbing programmes, community engagement and utilisation of local RF
champions were crucial elements of this approach.



A general approach was aimed at increasing awareness of RF across the Bay of Plenty region
utilising local media.

A range of communication channels were utilised, including:


newspaper advertising and features



radio advertising



newsletters



Toi Te Ora webpages



social media



media releases



dissemination of resources including existing Bay of Plenty resources (e.g. pamphlets).

Please refer to Appendix 1 for a full summary of the communications information and metrics for the 2014
RF campaign.
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2.1

EVALUATION OF THE 2014 AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

2.1.1

EVALUATION AIM

To evaluate the effectiveness of the 2014 Toi Te Ora RF awareness campaign.
2.1.2

EVALUATION OBJECTIVES

1. To provide an overview of the 2014 campaign.
2. To measure quantitative outputs for the campaign, for example:


Social media: number of web hits, tweets and re-tweets



Print media: circulation of papers, media activity, visual record of adverts used



Radio stations used, number of adverts, frequency played

3. To obtain quantitative and qualitative feedback from members of the public and from
CHWs/nurses about the campaign, including:


Which messages did people hear / see?



Where did they hear/see them e.g. radio, advert, health professional, school?



Were key RF messages recalled?

4. To provide recommendations for future local campaigns and feedback to the national campaign.
2.2

DATA COLLECTION METHODS

2.2.1

STREET SURVEYS

On seven separate days in August 2014, the surveyors positioned themselves in the main streets,
shopping areas, bus stops and market places in the towns detailed in Table 1. Individuals were
approached by the surveyors, who introduced themselves and invited them to take part in a short survey.
All street surveys took place during week days and working hours. Three individuals (one Toi Te Ora staff
member and two contracted employees) undertook the surveys, with data entry completed by the Toi Te
Ora staff member and one contracted employee. Data was analysed with the assistance of a Toi Te Ora
statistician. Please refer to Appendix 2 for a copy of the street survey. The survey was very similar to that
delivered in previous years to provide consistency.
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Table 1. Towns and number of responses from the evaluation survey

Towns

Number of responses

Percentage of total
responses

Kawerau

52

17%

Whakatane

45

15%

Tauranga

96

32%

Opotiki

51

17%

Murupara

30

10%

Taneatua

27

9%

Total

301

2.2.2

SMALL GROUP INTERVIEWS

CHWs and nurses from Kawerau (n=3), Opotiki (n=3) Murupara (n=2) and Taneatua (n=1) were
interviewed using a semi-structured questionnaire. The aim of these interviews was to ascertain
CHW/nurse views on the awareness campaign and community acceptance/uptake of the campaign, to
provide feedback following campaign delivery from those working in the communities, and to assist in
providing recommendations for future campaign improvements. Refer to Appendix 3 for a copy of the
interview schedule.
2.2.3

METHODS FOR COLLECTING COMMUNICATIONS INFOR MATION AND METRICS ( OUTPUTS)

Toi Te Ora’s communications officer collated information regarding the outputs from the awareness
campaign. These included:


Information on circulation, readership and distribution areas for newspapers was retrieved from
their respective website or in advertising guides.



Information on the target audience, frequency areas and listenership for radio was retrieved from
their respective websites. The number of advertising spots was sourced from the respective
radio advertising schedule.



Toi Te Ora website statistics were retrieved from Google Analytics.



Toi Te Ora Twitter metrics were retrieved from the Toi Te Ora Twitter account.



The number of subscribers to e-newsletters was retrieved from the Toi Te Ora Content
Management System (CMS).



The number of phone calls from the public to the BOPDHB (where the RF message was played)
was provided by a staff member from the BOPDHB IT department.
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3. RESULTS
The following section presents key findings. Section 3.1 presents and summarises the responses to the
street surveys and section 3.2 presents the qualitative data and comments. Section 3.3 summarises key
themes from the small group interviews with CHWs and nurses. Section 3.4 provides a summary of
information metrics/quantitative outputs.

Results are presented as a percentage of the total study

participants (n=301) unless otherwise stated.

Refer to Appendix 1 for a full summary of the quantitative outputs, Appendix 4 for a full summary of the
street survey results and Appendix 5 for a summary of the small group interviews with the CHWs and
nurses.
3.1

STREET SURVEYS

Survey participants and non-participants
As previously described in the methods, individuals were approached and invited to take part in the
surveys in the towns previously detailed. Full demographic information of study participants is detailed in
Appendix 4.

A total of 301 individuals agreed to take part in the survey, with 193 (64%) individuals continuing past
Question 1 (a question to determine if the individual knew what RF is). Over one third (35%) of
participants were over the age of 55 years, and one quarter were aged 35-54. Twenty percent were aged
less than 24 years old. Approximately 45% of participants were Māori and 45% were New Zealand
European. Forty five percent of participants cared for children. Nearly two thirds (62%) of participants
were female.

There were 108 (of the 301) people who agreed to take part in the survey but then answered that they
knew nothing about RF in Question 1 and therefore did not complete the full survey. Please note that of
those 108 people, 16 initially said they knew nothing about RF, but then remembered some details
following some prompting from one of the interviewers. In order to maintain methodological consistency
and in an attempt to reduce inter-observer bias these people were not included in further analysis. This
will be discussed further in limitations.

One third (33%) of those who knew nothing about RF were over the age of 55, with approximately equal
(~20%) in the 15-24, 25-34 and 35-54 age groups. Forty seven percent were New Zealand European and
40% Māori. Forty one percent of respondents care for children, and 53% were male.
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The areas in which RF knowledge was the lowest amongst surveyed individuals was in Whakatane, with
58% of those who agreed to take part not answering Question 1. This was followed by Tauranga with
40%. Opotiki had 35% of respondents stating they did not know anything about RF. Taneatua, Murupara
and Kawerau had less than 25% survey respondents with no RF knowledge.
3.1.1

QUESTION 1: KNOWLEDGE OF RF (CONVERSATIONAL)

Forty three percent (n=130) of total respondents (n=301) stated RF is associated with a sore throat and
45% (n=137) stated it is linked to the heart. 36% (n=108) of respondents did not know about RF and did
not participate further in the study. Thirteen percent (n=40) stated that RF affects children (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Knowledge about Rheumatic fever

Other responses to Question 1, which asks participants what they know about RF included:


Caused by flu so go to Dr if you have it (Female, European, 55 + years).
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“RF affects your joints in old age and is affected by changes in the weather.” (Female, European,
55 + years). This response was noted to be more common in the older age group and may reflect
confusion between RF and rheumatism.


3.1.2

RF is caused by poor housing: “Damp houses cause RF. ” (Female, NZ European, 55+ years)
QUESTION 2: RECALLED SOURCE OF RF INFORMATION

Forty five percent of respondents recalled hearing about RF from the television, with almost all recalling
the adverts featuring the Katoa twins (Appendix 6).

More than a quarter of respondents (27.2%) knew people or had a family member who had RF. This also
came up as a strong theme in the qualitative comments and is discussed in more detail in the thematic
analysis. School was the third most common place to have heard about RF (13.6%) followed by radio and
newspaper (11.3% and 8.6% respectably). No surveyed individuals mentioned social media or the
BOPDHB/Toi Te Ora websites (Figure 4)

Figure 4. Recall where heard about RF

N.B. The total response adds up to more than 100% as participants were able to list more than one
answer.
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3.1.3

QUESTION 3: CAUSES OF RF

When asked if participants knew what causes RF, 42.5% (n=128) stated a sore throat. Sixteen percent
(n=48) stated they did not know. Six respondents (2%) stated ‘infections’ and two people (<1%) believed
it was hereditary (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Causes of RF

N.B. The total of these results does not equal 100%. The denominator is 301 while just 193 people were
asked the question. In this way results may be a closer estimate of knowledge of RF causes across the
community rather than in individuals who know what RF is.
3.1.4

QUESTION 4: KNOWLEDGE OF RF (STATEMENTS)

The following questions were given to study participants and they were asked to respond if they agreed,
disagreed or were unsure. A total of 193 participants answered this section. Results are shown in Table
2.

When asked if RF is caused by a bacterial throat infection 145 (71%) stated yes. In question one 137
participants volunteered such information.
In Question 1, 130 participants stated RF damages the heart, however in question four 184 (89.8%)
agreed that RF causes heart damage, an increase of 54 participants. 161 (78.9%) participants believe
that RF is preventable.
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Table 2. Responses to Q4 (n=193)

Do you know that RF is caused by a bacterial throat infection?
Are you aware that RF can damage the heart?
Do you think RF is preventable?
Do you know people who have had RF?

Yes
No
Not sure
%
%
%
75.1%
18%
6.9%
92.6%
6.9%
0.5%
79.8%
5.9%
14.4%
58.9%
40.5%
0.5%

The final part of question four asked if participants knew someone who had suffered RF, to which 113
(55% of those who answered the question, 38% of total surveyed) said yes. Individuals in the towns of
Murupara, Taneatua and Kawerau had the greatest percentage of individuals who knew a RF case (Table
3).

Table 3. Number and percentage of surveyed individuals who know someone with RF by town
Survey Area

Number who know someone

Percentage of survey

with RF/total number surveyed

participants who know

per area

someone with RF (%)

Tauranga

20/96

21%

Whakatane

11/45

24%

Opotiki

20/51

39%

Kawerau

28/52

54%

Murupara

18/30

60%

Taneatua

16/27

59%

Total

113/301

38%

N.B. The denominator in this question is the total number (301) surveyed (not those who proceeded past
Q1 only) to be reflective of RF knowledge in the community. It is assumed that those who answered ‘don’t
know’ to Question 1 do not know anyone who has suffered RF, however this may not be the case in
which case these statistics would be an underestimate.
3.1.5

QUESTION 5: AGE GROUPS DEEMED MOST AT RISK OF DEVE LOPING RF

Forty six percent of respondents answered that children aged 5-15 years are most at risk of developing
RF, 27.9% answered children 0-4 yrs old.
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Figure 6. Age groups most at risk of developing RF

3.1.6 QUESTION 6A) IMPORTANCE OF GETTING SORE THROAT CHECKED BY A HEALTH
PROFESSIONAL
Almost three quarters (74.7%) of those surveyed stated that a child who complains of a sore throat should
always be assessed by a health professional; nearly a quarter (24.7%) stated they should sometimes be
checked out.

Figure 7. Child with sore throat should be checked by a health professional
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3.1.7

QUESTION 6B) RATIONALE FOR GETTIN G SORE THROAT CHECKE D

Table 4 summarises the key themes identified from section 6b of this question. The barriers identified
around cost and convenience highlights the importance of the school based programmes as they are
designed to bring the throat swabbing service to the children at no cost to the whānau.

Table 4. Key themes from Question 6b
Response to Q6a

Key themes

Quotes to support themes

Always take child



Clearly understood

Clearly understood sore throat message:

the message

“It’s preventable if parents take kids to doctors soon

Peace of mind

enough.” (Female, NZ European, 35-54 years)

with a sore throat
to a health



“I would take them to the doctor now that I know it can

professional

lead to RF.” (Female, Māori, 15-24 years).
“Dad had it (RF) so understand importance of sore
throat being checked.” (Female, NZ European, 55 +
years)
“Especially need to go to doctor if Pacific Island or
Māori.” (Female, Māori, 25-34 years).
“Lost members of family to RF so get it checked.”
(Female, Māori, 35-54 years).
Taking children for peace of mind / certainty:
“You can never be too sure.” (Female, Māori 15-24
years).
“Always go to health professional - just in case.”
(Female, Māori, 35-54 years).
“Things can start as nothing and get more severe,
which is why you should go.” (Male, NZ European, 35
– 54 years).
Sometimes take



child with a sore
throat to a health



professional


Cost can be a

Cost can be a barrier:

barrier

“In theory should always take child to have throat

Convenience/practic

swab. In practice cost can impact. We have school

ality

swabbing which takes away the cost.” (Female, NZ

Judge the

European, 35-54 years)

symptoms/child

“The issue is with doctors turning people away who
can't pay.” (Female, NZ European, 35-54 years)
“Sometimes see doctor costs - expensive over six
years.” (Female, NZ European, 25-34 years).
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“Money comes into it - take to GP if you can afford it.”
Māori,

(Female,

35-54

years).

Convenience/practicality:
“Depends on timing – doctors not open on Sunday.”
(Female, Māori, 25-34 years).
“Depends how badly kids are complaining because I
have four kids!” (Female, NZ European, 35-54 years).
Judge the symptoms:
“Depends on symptoms, other signs. If it doesn't go
away / if look sick.” (Female, NZ European, 35-54
years).
“Could be a minor illness so wait and see if it gets
worse.” (Female, NZ European, 35-54 years).
“Depends on severity (of sore throat whether goes to
health professional).” (Female, NZ European, 55 +
years).
Judge the child:
“Sometimes

because

it

depends

on the child,

sometimes they just want to get out of going to
school.” (Female, NZ European, 35-54 years).
“Most of the time, hard to tell with kids.” (Female,
Australian, 25-34 years).

3.1.8

QUESTION 7: IMPORTANCE OF COMPLETING ANTIBIOTICS?

Almost all those surveyed (94.2%) stated they believed completing a course of antibiotics for a sore throat
was very important. Very few respondents did not think completing antibiotic courses was important
(Figure 8). It is important to note that this question was asking about knowledge/opinion not practice
(what people know versus what they actually do).
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Figure 8. Importance of completing antibiotics

Key comments associated with this question:
“Antibiotics are a last resort for us but if got serious would complete a course. In the last year I
have become more aware of RF.” (Male, NZ European, 25-34 years)
“Dumb not to complete antibiotic.” (Female, Māori, 35-54 years)
“Defeating purpose if don't take antibiotics.” (Female, Māori, 55+ years)
“Need to take antibiotics, otherwise won't work.” (Female, NZ European, 55+ years)
3.2

QUALITATIVE THEMES FROM THE STREET SURVE Y
7

The General Inductive Approach was utilised to analyse dominant and recurrent themes from the street
survey narratives. The data analysis was determined both deductively, by the research objectives and
questions, and inductively, by multiple readings and interpretations of the raw text. The main task of the
analysis is the development of categories into a summary framework that conveys key themes and
processes.

The data analysis resulted in the development of three categories, all of which contain sub-themes. The
categories are organised in a hierarchical sequence in order of importance. The three upper level
categories have been derived deductively from the specific research objectives and questions, and their
associated sub-themes were derived from inductive analysis of the data. The categories and associated
sub-themes are summarised in Table 5 below, and then explained in further detail.
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Table 5. Summary of the categories and sub-themes from the street survey
CATEGORIES

SUB-THEMES

The TV adverts were clearly recalled and

RF also seen on the news and in

effective

documentaries

Many respondents know people with RF

Family members
Member of the community
Self had RF

Support for community-based programmes

School Programmes
CHWs
RF champions

3.2.1

THE TV ADVERTS WERE CLEARLY RECALLED AND EFFECTIVE

The effectiveness of the TV adverts featuring the Katoa twins was a key finding of the street surveys. The
adverts struck a chord with the survey respondents, many of whom sympathised with the twins and their
family. The adverts were well timed (e.g. showing during All Blacks games) and appeared to stick with
people in a similar way to the ‘ghost chips’ adverts. The street surveys were undertaken just after the
national TV adverts had finished, which may account for the high recall.
Below are some comments from street survey participants about the adverts:

“TV adverts, really clever theme to use twins, one with (RF) and one without.” (Female, NZ
European, 35-54 years)

“TV highlighted importance of taking child to health professional if they have a sore throat. Make
parents aware.” (Male, Māori, 55+ years)
“TV advert - twin boys with scar” (Female, Māori, 35-54 years)
“TV advert. Didn't realise how bad it was until I came to NZ” (Female, Irish, 35-54 years)
Some respondents also commented on the coverage of RF on the news and in documentaries, along with
the TV adverts:
“I saw it on news, swabbing kids up north.” (Female, NZ European, 55+ years)
“Seen TV adverts 'zipper kids'. Seen Robbie Fruen on TV.” (Male, Māori, 55+ years)
“TV adverts and documentary” (Female, NZ European, 35-54 years)
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“It's always in the media. Caused by strep and enlarges the heart” (Female, NZ European, 55+
years)

3.2.2

MANY RESPONDENTS KNOW PEOPLE OR HAVE A F AMILY MEMBER WITH RF AND/OR RHD

Knowing people or having a family member with RF was a strong theme running through the street
surveys. This may be a reflection of several factors including the higher incidence of RF,

the

socioeconomic conditions in the communities surveyed and the inter-connectedness of whānau and tightknit communities where many people know each other (as opposed to more urban settings where
individuals and families are more dispersed).

A striking aspect of the responses was the impact that RF/RHD had on both individuals and families. A
number of participants reported serious sequelae, including family members who had died as a result of
these conditions. Below are some comments from survey participants that reflect this theme:

“Wife had RF, had pacemaker, pills. Died at 44 years. Daughter also had RF. Wife’s mum had
heart problems ...died when my wife was one year old.” (Male, Māori, 55+ years)
“Husband’s nephew had it - died at 34.” (Female, NZ European, 55+ years)
“Brother passed away from RF 20 years ago - he was nine years old when he got it and died at
21.” (Female, Māori, 35-54 years)
“Daughter had transplant on valve and has mechanical valve aorta which works well. Very
fatiguing.” (Female, Māori, 35-54 years)
“I have had RF, so has my mum. She had a heart operation.” (Female, Māori, 15-24 years)
“Mum had surgery after having RF as a child.” (Female, NZ European, 55+ years)
“My two nephews had RF - have injections now.” (Male, Māori, 35-54 years)
“Sister has it. Four family members have it.” (Female, Māori, 25-34 years)
“Grandma and brother had it. Seen on Australian ads.” (Female, Māori, 35-54 years)
Some respondents thought that RF ran in the family, as captured by the following quotes:
“Runs in family, uncle and cousin had it. Uncle had open heart surgery.” (Male, Māori, 25-34
years)
“Runs in family. Mum has it.” (Female, Māori , 15-24 years)
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A common response from the NZ European 55+ years age group was that they knew of others with RF
‘years ago’. This may be indicative of the fact that historically RF was more prevalent in NZ European
populations:
“Knew someone who had it but haven't heard about it recently.” (Male, NZ European, 55+ years)
“Years ago I knew someone who had it. TV adverts.” (Male, NZ European, 55+ years)
“Brother had it in 1960s but have not heard anything about it recently.” (Female, NZ European,
55+ years)
“It was around when I was a child. Don't recall hearing anything recently.” (Male, NZ European,
55+ years)
“My aunt had it years ago in 1940s.” (Female, NZ European, 55+ years)
“Girl at College had it at 16, aches and pains and couldn't move.” (Female, NZ European, 55+
years)
Quotes from respondents who had RF themselves:
“I had RF as a child, had heart murmur, picked up late, no treatment.” (Female, Māori, 25-34
years)
“I had RF as a child, not much known in 1950s, hospitalised with ectopic beat. No ongoing
treatment.” (Female, Māori, 55 + years)
“I was diagnosed with RF at 8yrs old. Mum also had RF.” (Female, Māori, 15-24 years)
“Had RF at nine years. Hear about RF in community.” (Male, NZ European 55+ years)

3.2.3

SUPPORT FOR SCHOOL BASED SWABBIN G PROGRAMMES AND CHWS

There was clear support for the school based throat swabbing programmes and the CHWs who run them,
as the following comments illustrate:
“Awesome job” (school based programmes). (Female, NZ European, 35-54 years)
“X done a wonderful job!” (Male, Māori, 55+ years)
“I always send to Kura to get checked out.” (Female, Māori, 25-34 years)
“Daughter gets swabbed at school” (Female, Māori, 35-54 years)

The responses also indicate that the school based programmes and CHWs were effective in raising
awareness of RF in the communities:
“Heard about it through school via kids.” (Female, Māori, 55+ years)
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“A lot of Māori get RF. Pamphlets at home. Hauora swabbing. Launch.” (Female, Māori, 35-54
years)
“Told us about it at school. Went through the pamphlet.” (Female, Māori, 15-24 years).
“Murupara area newsletter. Brochures from X.” (Female, Māori, 25-34 years)
The RF champions who represent the school-based programmes were recognised and appreciated within
their communities:
“Know RF poster girl for Kawerau.” (Female, Māori, 15-24 years)
“X is the local girl (on Murupara RF poster). Keep at it.” (Female, Māori, 35-54 years)
“…Local girl was effective.” (Female, Māori, 55+ years)

3.3

QUALITATIVE THEMES FROM INTERVIEWS WITH THE CHWS AND NURSES

The following section presents the themes from the CHWs and nurses who were interviewed using a
semi-structured questionnaire. The interviews focused on the 2014 awareness campaign from the
CHW/nurse perspective and community feedback from the campaign. The categories and sub-themes
for this section are derived from the questions, and summarised in tables 6 and 7 below. Due to the small
number of participants, demographic details will not be provided after the quotes to protect confidentiality.
3.3.1

FEEDBACK ON 2014 CAMPAIGN FROM THE CHW/NURSE PERSPEC TIVE

Table 6. Categories, sub-themes and quotes from the street survey
CATEGORIES

SUB-THEMES

SUPPORTING COMMENTS

What worked



TV adverts

TV adverts:

well



Radio adverts

“Great. Icing on the cake. Sticks out. Short, not too long, not



Purple RF t-shirts

too boring. People identify with it. Struck me, two little boys



Co-ordinated

are etched in my memory now. Think it was because there

approach

was one well, one wasn’t – played really well...”
“The TV adverts made a big difference. We have been
advocating for TV adverts for a long time.”
“Having the brother, the clinical and hospital setting, mum
telling the story – powerful.”
“TV adverts – awesome, really helped to promote our work.”
“People understand RF is serious – ads tie it all together.”
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Radio adverts:
“Radio ads good from kids perspective (children talking on
the adverts). Heard people talk about the radio adverts.”
“Effective – stuck in there.”
“Radio adverts – 88.1 picked up by locals (mainly adults) and
staff.”
“Easy, good ads on radio with a bit of variety.”
Purple RF t-shirts:
“When people see us with t-shirts, they start telling I know
someone in my family has this. One dad I went to drop off
medicines, said “I had it” and had penicillin for years.”
“Recognising logo, symbols and words.”
“Purple T-shirts: pharmacy has all asked for one, everyone
wants one...”
Co-ordinated approach:
“Loved the fact that we worked together before it started.
Knew the season was sorted and didn’t have to stress about
getting stuff in the paper. Preliminary planning was superb.”
“Nice to be solid on the message, all programmes aligned to
each other and structured.”
Feedback on



changes in the
messages




Support for new

Support for the new message:

message

“Message is a lot clearer this year: ‘Stop Sore Throats

Support for old

Hurting Hearts’.”

message

“National message is clear, working on same message

Transition between

around New Zealand.”

messages

“Like the new logo and message – the two messages sit well
together.”
“No confusion re messages - key words ‘sore throat’, ‘heart’ in both messages.”
“Happy with new message, no problems.”
Support for the old message:
“Still think that ‘Sore Throats Matter’ is ideal / the better
message - hard to change.”
“We have been promoting the old message a bit as well as
people recognise and identify with that message. We have
been promoting it for five years so it is ‘locked in...”
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“Guilty to say keep with old message and don’t push the new
one”

Transition between messages:
“Transition not hard, ‘Stop Sore Throats Hurting Hearts’ is
more explanatory. Initially I was very protective of the ‘Sore
Throats Matter’ message, didn’t want to change, but the new
message is easier to understand in a way.”
“Changed to new message and logo on letterheads, email
signatures etc.”
Use of local
and
national
resources






Combination of local

Combination of local and national resources worked

and

national

best:

resources

worked

“Definitely keep using both local and national – consistent

best

messages.”

Time to move on to

“Happy to move to national resources in a way. Having

something new

national messages but with local flavour with our numbers,

Community

local community health workers and where you can find

ownership of RF

them...”

champions and
resources

Time to move on to something new:
“For the kids’ sake it is! We still send them out because there
could be that Mum that doesn’t have that info...”
“Combination of both – but we found we had reached
saturation with the local pamphlet. Pull back and use
notes/letters both.” “Combination of both – we still use the
pamphlets but X (local boy) has moved on.”

Community ownership of RF champions/ resources:
“Community has strong ownership of local girl. She has a
really strong support network at school.”
“Good to use a mixture of local and national resources,
locals still associate with X (local boy)”
“Combination of both – we still use the local pamphlets with
X (local girl).”
Suggestions
for
improvement
2015 campaign



More TV adverts

TV adverts:



Social media

“More TV adverts”



Provide tangible

Social media:
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resources

“Use more social media e.g. Facebook via Ministry so stay



Aim at males

up to play with the youth.



Address confusing

resources to do this locally (e.g. monitor and respond to

messages

Facebook pages) so needs to be done nationally.”

Support community

“Look at beefing up website.”



We don’t have the time or

events
Provide tangible resources:
“More resources, tangibly give to people – something to give
to kids.”
Suggestions included:
“Drawstring bags – cheap. All brilliant colours.”
“Bookmarks rather than pamphlets and if pamphlets just one
page double sided.”
“More pens and lip balm.”
“Sticker charts.”
“Stamps (with RF heart on for children’s hands etc).”
“Heavy based banners (for outside use).”

Aim at males:
“...Especially males. They act tough – show off – proud to
say no - “I’d rather die” (than get a throat swab).”

Address confusing messages:
“Also have an issue with the Strepsil adverts, sends
confusing / a mixed messages – we are telling people to get
throats checked – Strepsil adverts just says to take a Strepsil
– people may do that, especially if they can’t afford to go to
the GP.”

Support community events:
“Could we look at supporting the Kapa Haka Festival in the
Eastern Bay as a whole?”
“Valentine’s Day 2015 – celebration hui and band.”

3.3.2

CHW/NURSE FEEDBACK ON 2014 CAMPAIGN FROM THE COMMUNITY
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Table 7. Categories, sub-themes and quotes from community feedback
CATEGORIES

SUB-THEMES

SUPPORTING COMMENTS

What worked



TV adverts

TV adverts:

well



TV documentary

“Yes! The TV adverts were really effective as a result of



Community

more

these we were getting phone calls from parents to swab

aware of RF and

children. Children were coming to us saying “my mum says

CHW/nurse role

I need to get a swab”.

Radio adverts

“Mainly around the TV adverts – parents and children loved



them.”
“Different angles of the same story - parents identified/will
listen to with the parents and likewise the children
identified/will listen to with the twins, the sick one and his
brother.”
“Children recognising RF – and identifying with the
advert/relating it to himself – one child said ‘and he’s
brown!’ ”
“TV ads - when it first came out everyone/kids were talking
about it and knew the words and could tell you about the
ad.”
“All about the TV adverts – zipper kids.”
“Also feedback from teachers and children at schools on
the adverts.”
TV documentary:
“Also local documentary on Māori TV, we have had a lot of
feedback re this.”
“The TV adverts – lots of feedback about these and the
documentary.”
“Some teachers saw us on TV - on the news – Te Karere.”

Community more aware of RF and CHW/nurse role:
“Made the local community more aware of what RF is and
thankful that we are swabbing.”
“It validates what we are doing, imagine if we were not
swabbing.”
“Kids coming up to and saying – “hey your job was on TV.”
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“They keep telling us we are doing a brilliant job
(teachers).”
“...Parents are more aware to ask us, more proactive.
Parents are more involved which is good.”
“Kids and adults interested, timing of campaign coincided
with a local case of RF in the community so lots of interest
in RF. Hard to tell if related to case or adverts or both.”
Radio adverts:
“Feedback from workers and parents on radio ads – older
people tend to listen to the radio not the children.”
“Heard it on the local station and it got stuck on the ad for
about 20 minutes! We need to give the ad to our local radio
station, they would be happy to play it.”
“Radio adverts – 1xx and 88.3 0.”
“Yes 88.1 – Opotiki radio station.”
Other



Newspaper adverts

Newspaper adverts:

feedback



Radio adverts –

“We didn’t get much feedback about the newspaper

poor reception

adverts.”

Change in the

“Not much feedback about the newspaper adverts.”

messages

Radio adverts – poor reception:



“Radio adverts – don’t really hear radio – poor reception.”
Change in the messages:
“Public have not noticed that we have changed the
message, they were ready for a new one.”

3.4

INFORMATION METRICS AND QUANTITATIVE OUT PUTS

Table 8 provides a summary of key outputs, these are presented in full detail in Appendix 1.
Table 8: Quantitative outputs
Medium

Number of outlets

Total number of messages

Newspaper adverts

8 local newspapers

30 advertorials in three months
plus two feature articles

Radio adverts

8 radio stations

2808 fifteen or thirty second
adverts in three months

Newsletters

5 newsletters across BOPDHB
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5 feature articles

Toi Te Ora website

Rheumatic fever web page

865 website views

Social media

Twitter account

3
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tweets and 3 re-tweets

4. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1

DISCUSSION

Table 9 presents the findings and themes from the awareness campaign evaluation. Study limitations are
discussed in Table 10. Small study numbers prevent detailed statistical analysis and may limit the
significance or generalisability of the findings.

Table 9. Discussion of findings
EVALUATION FINDING
Two thirds of those surveyed
knew something about RF.
Nearly half of those surveyed
linked RF to sore throats or to
the heart.

Surveyed participants
recognised that RF is of
particular importance for
children

DISCUSSION
Prior to Toi Te Ora commencing RF awareness campaigns (2010) RF
knowledge in the community was measured to be just 22%. Community
knowledge progressively increased during the campaigns to a peak of
58% which demonstrates the effectiveness of the Toi Te Ora campaigns
over recent years. Knowledge about RF continues to increase in these
surveys, with up to two thirds of participants now knowing something
about RF. Additionally there appears to be relatively good knowledge in
the surveyed communities that RF is linked to sore throats and can
damage the heart.
Knowledge about RF is greatest in higher incidence communities, where
targeted campaigns, school based swabbing programmes and CHWs
are in place. Two thirds of people who do not know about RF reside in
Tauranga and Whakatane, where RF programmes were started more
recently and cover fewer schools than programmes in higher incidence
communities. This suggests that the more targeted interventions are
effective in raising local awareness. Separate analysis regarding RF
knowledge in areas of targeted (e.g. Kawerau) campaigns and general
(e.g. Tauranga) awareness campaigns was not undertaken as the
sample sizes were too small to provide meaningful results.
Qualitative analysis supports the conclusion that targeted Toi Te Ora
awareness campaigns have been effective and are well received.
Surveyed individuals commonly reported they “heard about RF through
school via the kids”. This also illustrates that children can be effective
conduits of RF information to their parents and whānau.
Nearly 80% of the surveyed public stated that the highest risk from RF is
to children, with nearly 50% stating it is in the 5-15 year old age group.
Thirteen percent volunteered RF is an issue for children in Question 1.
This finding suggests the community understand RF is a risk to children.
Again qualitative analysis is in keeping with survey data, with several
comments regarding the importance of protecting children against RF.
This was particularly true of respondents who had family members
affected by RF as illustrated by comments such as: “Dad had it (RF) so
understand the importance of sore throat being checked.”
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One third of those surveyed
did not know anything about
RF

Television adverts were the
most commonly recalled place
people had heard about RF.
RF messaging was also
recalled from Toi Te Ora
campaigns.

There was strong support for
the school based
programmes, CHWs/nurses
and RF champions

This survey found that one third of those surveyed knew nothing about
RF. It should be noted that 16 people who said they knew nothing about
RF in question one subsequently remembered some details, and this
may have been the case with other participants if prompting had been
provided. The demographic makeup of those who knew nothing about
RF is similar to those who did in terms of age, ethnicity and whether they
care for children, which limits a clear demographic for targeted
awareness campaigns.
One demographic characteristic which did show differences in RF
knowledge is location. Community level knowledge of RF was lowest in
Whakatane and Tauranga, and was greater in the other surveyed
communities. This may be the result of targeted campaigns, school
based programs and the placement of CHWs. Additionally the high
incidence of RF in these areas may mean more members of the
community know someone who has been affected by it.
This survey found that television (TV) adverts have been very successful
in raising community RF awareness and is also reported in national
8
literature . This is reinforced by the qualitative analysis and CHW
interviews. The TV message delivered via the Katoa twins seemed to
resonate with people. As the survey was delivered soon after the TV
adverts aired the survey findings may be affected (see limitations).
The second most prevalent response by who people have heard about
RF is via knowing someone who has it. This is particularly prevalent in
Murupara, Kawerau and Taneatua, where up to 60% of people knew
someone who had suffered RF. The qualitative analysis highlighted the
serious sequelae of RF and RHD on individuals and their whānau. This
may be an important avenue for delivering RF education to affected
communities. Providing whānau and community based education around
a case of RF may be an important means of ensuring key messages are
imparted. Given the long duration of secondary prevention for RF (most
children have monthly injections until they are at least 21 years old) such
education may need to be delivered repeatedly.
School based throat swabbing programmes also appear to be effective
in increasing RF knowledge throughout the community. This finding was
backed up by the thematic analysis and comments from the street
surveys, where many parents recalled hearing the RF messages via the
schools / kura and/or the CHWs. New Zealand literature also supports
9
the effectiveness of awareness raising programmes in schools .
Radio and Newspaper adverts account for RF awareness in 11.6% and
9% respectively. As mentioned it was two months between the Toi Te
Ora campaign and the national campaign which may partially explain the
lower recall than TV adverts.
CHWs did comment that radio adverts were well received within their
communities, however it may be the older generations who listen to the
radio, and radio reception can be an issue in some areas.
There was clear support from street survey participants for the school
based programmes and the CHWs/nurses who run them. Parents
reported that they routinely send their children to the school/kura to get
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The new message ‘stop sore
throats hurting hearts,’ and
resources were well received

Internet/social media were not
recalled as a source of RF
information but may be
effective and useful to certain
cohorts

Other resources – newsletters,
telephone messages
(BoPDHB phone hold
message), purple t-shirts,
pamphlets, pens, stickers etc.
were championed by CHWs

People know (or report) that it
is important to consult a GP
for a sore throat, and that it is
very important to complete a
course of antibiotics.

sore throats assessed. The CHWs/nurses received positive feedback
from the schools, parents, and whānau and also reported that the TV
adverts increased awareness of RF and helped to validate their role. As
a result parents and children were more proactively requesting throat
swabs.
The RF champions were recognised and appreciated by their
communities and the CHWs/nurses. However, there were mixed feelings
amongst the CHWs/nurses as whether to continue to promote the RF
champions or move on to a fresh image e.g. the Katoa Twins - (as some
felt that the older RF champions had now grown up and ‘moved on’).
The majority of CHWs/nurses thought that using a combination of local
and national resources worked best. The ‘Stop Sore Throats Hurting
Hearts’ message and logo was widely used and reinforced by the purple
t-shirts. The local programmes were well aligned to each other and the
national campaign. The ‘Sore Throats Matter’ message was still being
used by some teams, where it was agreed that the two messages sat
well together.
As detailed in Appendix 1, Toi Te Ora publish RF campaign material and
RF education on its website. In the three months of the awareness
campaign there were 865 visits to the RF pages of the Toi Te Ora
website. There were three tweets/retweets of the Stop Sore Throats
Hurting Hearts message. The use of internet and social media would
appear to be limited in raising community awareness of RF – there was
no mention of them in the survey. However the internet/social media
resources are useful tools for providing education and further knowledge
to schools, health professionals and individuals interested in learning
more about the condition.
CHWs/nurses recommended the use of social media at a national level
MoH/HPA to engage youth. Local Hauora do not have the capacity or
resources to monitor and respond to social media so requires national
co-ordination.
Toi Te Ora and BOPDHB publish RF articles which are distributed
amongst DHB staff, other health care workers and allied organisations
(e.g. Health Promoting Schools). Such newsletters and their
effectiveness were not part of this evaluation, however are listed in
Appendix 1.
Qualitative analysis, particularly of CHWs, showed a high level of
support for the use of tangible resources that could be given to children,
such as pens and stickers. Resources would be best delivered along
with education and health promotion. The CHWs also reported the
purple t-shirts were very effective at promoting the Stop Sore Throats
Hurting Hearts’ message and logo and stimulating conversation about
RF.
Three quarters of those surveyed agreed children should always be
checked by a health professional if they complain of a sore throat, with
nearly all those remaining stating that children should sometimes be
checked. In practice however many children are not taken to a health
professional every time they complain of a sore throat, with some of the
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barriers to consultation elucidated in the qualitative analysis. These
barriers included cost, convenience and a tendency to judge the
symptoms and/or child (resulting in a ‘wait and see’ approach).
Similarly nearly 95% of people agreed that it is very important to
complete a course of prescribed antibiotics. Once again although people
may know the importance of completing a course of antibiotics, in
8
practice many do not do so .
In this survey the questions focused on knowledge rather than practice,
therefore although there may have been elements of response bias it
can be concluded that a majority of the public understand that children
should get checked out when they complain about a sore throat, and
that courses of antibiotics should be completed.
4.2

LIMITATIONS

Table 10. Limitations
LIMITATION
The timing of survey data
collection was just after the
national campaign but two
months following Toi Te Ora’s
campaign
There was inconsistent
interviewing methodology

Data collection was
undertaken during working
hours
Survey questions may have
been leading in nature or
repetitive

DISCUSSION
Data collection for this evaluation took place in August 2014,
immediately following the national (TV adverts) campaign, but two
months after the Toi Te Ora campaign. Recall bias may therefore have
been present – surveyed people more readily remembered the TV
advert as it had been recently viewed. This may mean that radio and
newspaper adverts are more effective than this evaluation found.
As mentioned in the results section, 16 of the 108 people who initially
said they knew nothing about RF subsequently remembered some
details following minor prompts. Only one of the three interviewers
provided such prompts which may have introduced interviewer bias. The
other two stopped the questionnaire if the participant stated they had no
RF knowledge. It was decided that subsequent data collected by these
16 people should not be included in the data analysis. Although they
represent less than 5% of the surveyed population, it may be that had
others received prompts they may also have remembered some RF
details. Removal of this cohort ensured methodological consistency and
did not greatly affect any of the results. There may have been further,
unidentified questionnaire and data entry inconsistencies between the
interviewers.
Surveys were delivered during working hours on week days. The cohort
who completed the survey may therefore have differing knowledge
about RF than the wider population.
Survey questions were kept mostly the same as previous years’ surveys
to provide a level of consistency. On delivery of the survey it appeared
some of the questions repeated themselves, and some could appear to
be leading in nature. This may explain the discrepancies between some
of the answers (particularly the first four). Other questions may have led
those surveyed to give the answer they believed the interviewer may
want to hear e.g. “How important is it to complete a course of
antibiotics?”
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The study involved small study
numbers, particularly in EBOP

This survey was of knowledge,
not behaviour

4.3

This study was kept small to allow efficient use of resources. This limits
the ability to generalise to the whole community. In addition the greatest
number studied was in Tauranga which represented a third of the study
population (this was because it is the largest area and busiest). The
results therefore may be unduly affected by the power of Tauranga’s
survey population should RF knowledge there differ to other surveyed
areas. Indeed RF knowledge in Tauranga was lower than in EBOP
survey areas.
Statistical analysis comparing the effectiveness of targeted and general
awareness campaigns was not undertaken. This is primarily because
numbers were too small to provide meaningful results.
Questions in this survey were aimed at establishing RF knowledge in
the community, not health practices and behaviour. For example the
survey highlighted that people understand the importance of having sore
throats checked and completing courses of antibiotics and can answer
such in a survey. This does not mean this is what they will always do in
8
practice .

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations arising from the street surveys:


Awareness raising campaigns should be continued as one means of reducing the burden of RF in
the Bay of Plenty and working towards government RF targets.



Continue to utilise national RF resources and messages, tailored to fit local communities, to
establish clear and consistent messaging.



When reviewing future service funding and delivery the positive impact of school based throat
swabbing programmes and CHW/nurse input in high incidence communities should be a key
consideration.



A large percentage of those surveyed in high incidence communities knew people with RF/RHD.
Ongoing support and education regarding RF/RHD and its management should be provided to
those diagnosed with RF/RHD, their whānau and the wider community.

Recommendations arising from feedback from the CHWs/nurses


The supply of tangible resources for school children should be encouraged as a method of
promoting brand identity and reinforcing key messages e.g. colourful drawstring bags with the RF
message and logo on. It is recommended that any resources are disseminated in conjunction with
education about RF/sore throats to maximise their potential impact.
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Consideration should be given to the use of social media at a national level Ministry of Health
(MoH) and the Health Promotion Agency (HPA) in order to engage youth.



Consideration should be given to the support of local community events to embed CHWs/nurses
and RF messages into the wider communities.



Further research into the encouragement of reporting sore throats by young males is
recommended, as they were identified as a key cohort who were less likely to report a sore
throat.

Recommendations for Toi Te Ora


Toi Te Ora should advocate to the MoH for ongoing national TV-based campaigns as these were
identified as the most readily recalled method of awareness raising.



Toi Te Ora should undertake a review of their aims and responsibilities with RF awareness
raising. In recent years, Toi Te Ora campaigns have been shown to be highly effective in raising
local awareness; however this evaluation suggests national campaigns have superseded them.
Toi Te Ora funding and resourcing may therefore be better utilised on other aspects of RF
reduction. Should the MoH programmes cease, Toi Te Ora will need to revisit the need for local
campaigns.



Further evaluations regarding RF knowledge in the community should be targeted to identifying
cohorts whom RF messaging has not reached, in depth surveys of RF awareness in high
incidence communities, or answer specific questions e.g. the effectiveness of targeted versus
general awareness campaigns.



Further research is needed to understand why there are apparent gaps between knowledge and
practice regarding sore throat management and antibiotic adherence.
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APPENDIX 1. COMMUNICATIONS INFOR MATION AND METRICS FOR RF CA MPAIGN 2014
EVALUATION

Newspaper advertising and features
The newspaper advertising and features is summarised below:
Newspaper
Info
Eastern Bay Newspapers
Whakatane
Areas: Whakatane, Ohope,
Beacon
Edgecumbe, Matata, Kawerau and
Opotiki.
Circulation: 7,633
Readership: On average, over
22,000 people – 63% of the
region’s population over the age of
15+ read every issue of the
Beacon.
Cost: Paid.
Bay Weekend Areas: The entire Eastern Bay of
Plenty.
Circulation: 18,328
Cost: Free, delivered to
households.
Whakatane
Areas: The entire Eastern Bay of
News
Plenty, including down to Pukehina.
Circulation: 18,000
Readership: 29,000
Cost: Free, delivered to
households.
Opotiki News Areas: Opotiki
Circulation: 2,396
Cost: Paid.

Western Bay Newspapers
The Weekend Areas: The entire Western Bay of
Sun
Plenty, including Tauranga, Te
Puke, Katikati, Waihi Beach.
Circulation: 64,180
Readership: 159,700
Cost: Free, delivered to
households.
Bay News
Areas: Papamoa, Mount
Maunganui, Welcome Bay,
Tauranga and Bethlehem.
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April

May

June

¼ page on
Friday 4 April
and Tuesday
22 April

¼ page on
Wednesday
14 May

¼ page on
Tuesday 10
June

¼ page on
Friday 4 April

¼ page on
Friday 2 May
and Friday 30
May

Full page on
Friday 27
June

¼ page on
Wednesday 9
April and
Wednesday
23 April

¼ page on
Wednesday 7
May and
Wednesday
21 May

¼ page on
Tuesday 15
April

¼ page on
Thursday 1
May and
Tuesday 27
May

¼ page on
Wednesday
4 June and a
full page on
Thursday 19
June
¼ page on
Thursday 26
June

½ page on
Friday 11 April
with
advertorial

¼ page on
Friday 9 May
and Friday 23
May

Full page
with
advertorial

¼ page on
Thursday 17
April

¼ page on
Thursday 15
May

Full page on
Thursday 19
June

Te Puke
Times

Katikati
Advertiser

Circulation: 45,000
Readership: 71,000
Cost: Free, delivered to
households.
Areas: Te Puke, Paengaroa,
Maketu, Pukehina, Pongakawa and
Papamoa East.
Circulation: 11,400
Cost: Free, delivered to
households.
Areas: Katikati, Omokoroa,
Whakamarama and Te Puna.
Circulation: 7,900
Cost: Free, delivered to
households.

Totals

¼ page on
Thursday 24
April

¼ page on
Thursday 5
June

¼ page on
Thursday 24
August

¼ page on
Thursday 5
June

10 quarter
pages, one
with
advertorial
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10 quarter
pages

5 quarter
pages and 4
full pages, 2
with
advertorial.

Newspaper feature
Health Matters is the Bay of Plenty DHB bi-monthly four-page feature in The Weekend Sun and Bay
Weekend. View the above table for areas and circulation for newspapers.
The Weekend Sun, May 2014 feature, page 2 - www.bopdhb.govt.nz/media/57294/final-hm-may-14wbop.pdf
Bay Weekend, May 2014 feature, page 2 - www.bopdhb.govt.nz/media/57293/final-hm-may-14-ebop.pdf
Radio Advertising
One 60 second adverts – played frequently on radio stations during the first month of the campaign only.
Three 15 second adverts – rotated and played on the radio stations over the three month campaign.
60 second ad:


The story of RF, how it starts, and what to do -www.ttophs.govt.nz/vdb/document/963

15 second ads:


Stop sore throats hurting hearts - www.ttophs.govt.nz/vdb/document/964



Get sore throats checked - www.ttophs.govt.nz/vdb/document/965



Your kids could miss out - www.ttophs.govt.nz/vdb/document/966

Radio
Info
Eastern Bay of Plenty
Radio 1XX
Areas: Eastern and Central Bay of Plenty
Target audience: 18-54 years, male and female.
Listenership: 28,000, of which 81% tune into
1XX in any seven day period.
Sun FM
Areas: Whakatane, Opotiki, Edgecumbe,
Taneatua, East Coast to Te Kaha, Maketu,
Kawerau, Te Puke, Tauranga, Mt Maunganui,
Te Teko, Ruatoki Valley, Rotoiti.
Target audience: Female 15-54, love music and
anything local.
Listenership: Broadcast reach 50,000 +.
Opotiki FM
Iwi radio station for the Opotiki community.
Western Bay of Plenty
Mai FM
Target audience: all people under the age of 35.

The Edge

Target audience: 15-34 year old, female skew.

Classic Hits
(rebranded
to The Hits

Target audience: 30-54 years old, two-income
family with children, socially active and
community aware, homeowners, household
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April

May

June

Spots: 165

Spots: 130

Spots: 120

60 second
spots: 87
15 second
spots: 147

15 second
spots: 248

15 second
spots: 239

60 second
spots: 160

15 second
spots: 455

15 second
spots: 36

15 second
spots: 40

15 second
spots: 41

15 second
spots: 36

15 second
spots: 96

15 second
spots: 72

60 second
spots: 16
15 second
spots: 18
60 second
spots: 16
15 second
spots: 32
60 second
spots: 42
15 second

at the end of
April)
ZM

Flava

shoppers.

spots: 48

Target audience: 18-39 years old, brand
conscious, socially active, living life to the
fullest, young professionals, singles and young
families.
Target audience: The under-35 urban
consumer. Primarily young people who identify
with a metropolitan and cosmopolitan culture. A
mix of NZ European, Māori and Pacific Island
listeners.

60 second
spots: 42
15 second
spots: 48
60 second
spots: 42
15 second
spots: 48

15 second
spots: 96

15 second
spots: 96

15 second
spots: 96

15 second
spots: 96

Newsletters
Internal newsletters
Check Up articles
Checkup is the Bay of Plenty DHB bi-monthly staff newsletter. 555 copies are printed and distributed to
DHB sites, Primary Health Organisations (PHOs) and Māori Providers. It is also placed on the Bay of
Plenty DHB website.
Check Up – May 2014 – Article titled ‘Push to stop sore throats hurting hearts’, page 7 www.bopdhb.govt.nz/media/57250/checkup-may-2014-low-res.pdf
Check Up – July 2014 – Article titled ‘United to stop sore throats hurting hearts’, page 14 www.bopdhb.govt.nz/media/57388/finalcujuly14.pdf
External newsletters
Health Promoting Schools (HPS) newsletter
The HPS newsletter is published twice per year and sent to all schools (200) in the Bay of Plenty and
Lakes districts and placed on the HPS website.
Article in HPS newsletter, May 2014 issue – Copy of ¼ page banner ad, page 3 www.ttophs.govt.nz/vdb/document/983
Kids Health Panui e-newsletter
The Kids Health Panui e-newsletter is sent to Early Childhood Education Services (406 subscribers)
across the Bay of Plenty and Lakes districts once every school term.
12 June 2014 – Copy of ¼ page banner ad - www.ttophs.govt.nz/kidshealthpanui/id/232
Resource Connect Quarterly (RQC) e-newsletter
RCQ is sent bi-monthly to providers of health services in the Bay of Plenty and Lakes districts. The enewsletter aims to keep subscribers (376) up to date with new and revised resources from the Ministry of
Health.
11 March 2014 - Issue 9 - Promoting RF resources from the Health Promotion Agency www.ttophs.govt.nz/rcq_enewsletter (note: issued prior to start of campaign).
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Toi Te Ora Website
Campaign homepage and promotional web button
The RF webpages on the Toi Te Ora website were updated with campaign material including key
messages, branding, links to Health Promotion Agency resources and campaign information.
Bay of Plenty DHB website promotional button
A campaign web button was added to the homepage of the website during the campaign period. When a
user clicked on the button, it took them to the campaign home page on the Toi Te Ora website www.ttophs.govt.nz/rheumaticfever
Statistics
Collectively the RF webpages had 865 page views from 1 April to 30 June 2014. A page view is a single
viewing of a web page. Below is the Campaign home page on Toi Te Ora website.
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Promotional web button on Toi Te Ora website

BOPDHB website promotional button
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Social media
Twitter
In total – three original tweets and retweets from other Twitter accounts.
Tweet sent – 27 March 2014. Retweeted three times, including Bay of Plenty DHB and Ministry of
Health.

Tweet sent – 13 May 2014. Retweeted once. Selected as favourite twice.

Retweet of Ministry of Health tweet – retweeted on 9 June 2014
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Retweet of Ministry of Health tweet – retweeted on 13 June 2014

Media
Media release
Push to stop sore throats hurting hearts – distributed on 27 March 2014 www.ttophs.govt.nz/news_and_events/m/9/yr/2014/id/801
Media coverage
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Bay of Plenty Times, 27 March 2014, Call to get sore throats checked - www.nzherald.co.nz/bay-ofplenty-times/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503343&objectid=11227470
SunLive, 27 March 2014, Get throats checked – DHB - www.sunlive.co.nz/news/67919-get-throatschecked-dhb.html (as of 15/09/2014 this article has been shared on Facebook 221 times).
Of note: Article in The Daily Post on Friday 27 June titled ‘Winter illness hitting kids hard’ www.nzherald.co.nz/rotorua-daily-post/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503438&objectid=11282926 With a
paragraph – “An awareness of strep throat and the risk of RF if left untreated meant more parents were
taking children to doctors with a sore throat. Many turned up who otherwise would not have done so, he
said. Other symptoms included runny noses, fevers and coughs.”

Resources
The following resources were distributed to different RF sector teams, public health nurses, Well Child
providers, awareness days, RF stands etc.
Name of resource

Quantity
ordered

Quantity
distributed

Wallet Card (designed to empower families to ask for child’s throat to be
checked) – English
View: www.hpa.org.nz/sites/default/files/images/RF%20wallet%20card.pdf
Visual Aid (concise summary of steps of RF) – English www.hpa.org.nz/sites/default/files/documents/RF%20Eng_Visual%20Aid%20A4
%20_FA.pdf
Visual Aid - Te Reo
View: www.hpa.org.nz/sites/default/files/documents/RF%20Visual%20AidTe%20Reo.pdf
Family Guide (answers the most frequently asked questions about RF) – English
View: www.hpa.org.nz/sites/default/files/documents/RF%20family%20guide.pdf
Family Guide - Te Reo
View: www.hpa.org.nz/sites/default/files/documents/RF%20Parent%20GuideTe%20Reo.pdf
Stickers (Got a sore throat - tell a grown up)

500

500

500

400

500

400

500

500

500

500

1000

1000

Pens (boxes of approximately 50)

10 boxes

10 boxes

Sore throats matter (Bay of Plenty pamphlets from previous campaigns)

1,000
English
500 Te
Reo
Māori
600
English
600 Te
Reo
Māori

1,000
500

Sore throats matter pamphlets (previous Ministry of Health and Health
Promotion Agency) pamphlets
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1200

Other
Telephone message
For the month of June, this 15 second radio ad played on the Bay of Plenty DHB hospital phone hold
message:


Stop sore throats hurting hearts - www.ttophs.govt.nz/vdb/document/964



Potential reach: On an average day Bay of Plenty DHB operators deal with approximately 2,000
incoming calls from the public. This figure does not include internal calls where staff have dialled
0, or where the public have dialled a DDI.

Banner
A banner was developed for displaying at events, clinics and other relevant locations. Nine versions of
the banner were provided, each with the following organisation’s own logo:
1.

Toi Te Ora – Public Health Service

2.

Te Kaokao o Takapau

3.

Eastern Bay Primary Health Alliance

4.

Te Ika Whenua Hauora

5.

Korowai Aroha

6.

Te Manu Toroa

7.

Hinepukorangi Trust

8.

Whakatohea Iwi Social and Health Services

9.

Ngati Awa Social and Health Services
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T-shirts
Free purple t-shirts from the Ministry of Health were provided to CHWs and nurses from each team to be
worn when swabbing children and promotional purposes. The T shirts helped to promote branding and
raise awareness of the key message. On interview, the CHWs stated they received a lot of positive
feedback from the children, schools, staff, and communities when wearing the t-shirts. The T shirts are
illustrated in the RF sector team photograph below:
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APPENDIX 2. STREET SURVEY
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APPENDIX 3. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR THE CHWS – AUGUST 2014

Toi Te Ora is evaluating the 2014 rheumatic fever awareness campaign. As part of the evaluation, we
would really like to hear your thoughts about how the awareness campaign went and how you think it
could be improved.

Your participation is completely voluntary and confidential. Comments made in the report will not have
your name or area next to them.

The questions will focus on two areas:

A. Your thoughts and feedback on the awareness campaign
B. Feedback from your local community.

A. CHW feedback on 2014 awareness campaign

1. In your opinion, what worked well with the 2014 campaign?

2. How do you think the awareness campaign compared to previous years?

3. What are your thoughts on the changes in the messages (from sore throats matter to stop sore
throats hurting hearts)?

4. What are your thoughts about the use of local and national resources?


Which work best or combination of both?
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5. Did you notice any increase in workload/awareness noted during and after the campaign?

6. Thinking about the 2015 campaign, are there any changes or improvements that you would you
make?

If yes, what would they be?

B. Community feedback re 2014 awareness campaign and messages

1. Have you received any feedback from your community about the 2014 rheumatic fever awareness
campaign?

2.

If yes, what was the feedback?

3. Which messages did people hear / see?



Radio (if yes - which station if known)



Newspaper (if yes- local/national)



TV (if yes - advert, news article, Māori TV, advert during rugby)



School (if yes – which one and how)



GP/ Health professional



Others

4. Did you receive any community feedback about any of the following?
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Appropriate time/spread/strength of messages



Any particular aspects that really stood out worked e.g. TV ads



Any feedback on the change in the messages (from ‘sore throats matter’ to ‘stop sore throats
hurting hearts’)



Any feedback on the use of local and national resources – which work best or combination of
both??
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APPENDIX 4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM STREET SURVEYS
Street surveys (n=301) were undertaken in Tauranga, Whakatane, Opotiki, Kawerau, Murupara and
Taneatua in August 2014. The results are summarised below.

1. Please tell me what you know about rheumatic fever (RF)

Knowledge about RF

No.

%

heart

130

43.2%

sore throat

137

45.5%

joints

22

7.3%

infections / fever

21

7.0%

death

15

5.0%

children

40

13.3%

other

15

5.0%

108

35.9%

I don’t know – Nothing

Other responses included:












damp houses cause RF
cold weather
colds and flu
coughs. It can be a killer, especially for kiddies
thought it was rheumatism
fever and patches of red. Brother had it in 1960s but have not heard anything about it recently
caused by cold. Damage your kidneys and have long term effects
seen on Australian adverts
mainly documentary and TV adverts
dangerous, lungs, weak
housing and overcrowding.

2. Can you recall where you heard about rheumatic fever?

Recall where heard about RF

No.

%

Know people / Family member with RF

83

27.6%

Radio

35

11.6%

Newspaper

28

9.3%

145

48.2%

School

41

13.6%

GP/ Health professional

13

4.3%

TV

Other (write down)

0
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Other responses included:











general knowledge / always known about it
lance O'Sullivan and ‘RF Week’
heard about it when John Key visited
brochures
posters – at bus stop and on the bus
posters and information in GP waiting room
it's always in the media
it was around when I was a child. Don't recall hearing anything recently
thought it was rheumatism
visiting from Brisbane - not lived here for six years - knows nothing about RF

Strong theme emerged from “know people / family member” with RF:

































partners dad had as a child and has heart issues now
knew someone who had it but haven't heard about it recently
uncle had in 1920s died at 60
wife had RF valve replaced had all life
father had it when he was younger
had RF himself
girl at College had it at 16, aches and pains and couldn't move
brother in law had RF
she had it at 17 had bad dose of the flu, scar of heart in her late 20s
she had it, 14 weeks in bed and under sun lamps
brother had it in 1960s
grandma and brother had it
cousin had it and would spew when did exercise
runs in family, uncle and cousin had it. Uncle had open heart surgery
daughter had transplant on valve and has mechanical valve aorta which works well. Very
fatiguing
my nephew gets injections
she had it at 17 had bad dose of the flu, scar of heart in her late 20s
she had it, 14 weeks in bed and under sun lamps
brother had it in 1960s
grandma and brother had it
cousin had it and would spew when did exercise
runs in family, uncle and cousin had it. Uncle had open heart surgery
dad had RF
son has had it
my aunt had it years ago in 1940s
sister had it
a friend had it, shaking and really sick. Went to hospital for injections
my sister in law had it
my nephew had it and was rushed to hospital
lost members of families to RF so get it checked
I have had RF so has my mum. She had a heart operation
son had RF
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she has had RF
brother passed away from RF 20 years ago - he was nine years old when he got it and died at 21
niece is the poster girl for Murupara
brother has RF (got it when seven)
knows X (poster girl for Murupara)
brother had it at 18, heart problems at 60. Kept getting stuff
know RF poster girl for Kawerau
nephew on RF pamphlet
husband’s nephew had it - died at 34
mum had surgery after having RF as a child
runs in family. Mum has it
cousin had RF as kids
daughter's partner has RF
relative had it
niece had it
wife had RF had pacemaker, pills. Died at 44 years. Daughter also had RF. Wife’s mum had
heart problems ?RF died when my wife was one year old
one child in hospital (with RF) second had GAS (know them)
niece had RF
had RF as a child, had heart murmur, picked up late, no treatment
I had RF as a child, not much known in 1950s, hospitalised with ectopic beat. No ongoing
treatment
had RF at nine years. Hear about RF in community
my two nephews had RF - have injections now
children 0-4 but my brother in law had it and he was in his 40s
sister has it, four family members have it

Comments about TV:













TV adverts, really clever theme to use twins, one with and one without
I saw it on news swabbing kids up north
friend produced TV ads
TV adverts – zipper kids
adverts on TV – Māori children
TV advert and news, especially in relation to third world countries
TV adverts and documentary
seen TV adverts - 'zipper kids'. Also seen Robbie Fruen on TV.
TV advert. Didn't realise how bad it was until I came to NZ
it should be more publicized on Radio/TV
at the end of the conversation he remembered the TV adverts
TV highlighted importance of taking child to health professional if they have a sore throat. Make
parents aware
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3. Do you know what causes rheumatic fever?
What causes RF?

No.

%

I don’t know

60

19.9%

sore throat

130

43.2%

no one knows

0

0.0%

infections

6

2.0%

poor diet / stress

0

0.0%

congenital / hereditary

2

0.7%

4. Now I am going to read out a few questions, can you please answer yes/no/not sure?
A total of 205 respondents answered question 4.

Do you know that rheumatic fever is caused by a bacterial throat infection?
Are you aware that rheumatic fever can damage the heart?
Do you think rheumatic fever is preventable?
Do you know people who have had rheumatic fever?

Yes
No
Not sure
%
%
%
70.7%
22.9%
6.3%
89.8%
9.8%
0.5%
78.9%
5.9%
15.2%
54.9%
44.7%
0.5%

5. What age groups do you think are most at risk of developing rheumatic fever?

Age groups most at risk of RF

No.

%

Children aged 0-4 years

95

31.6%

Children aged 5-15 years

142

47.2%

Young adults aged 16-25 years

19

6.3%

Adults aged 25-34 years

10

3.3%

Adults aged 35-54 years

12

4.0%

Adults aged 55 and above

18

6.0%

Not sure

19

6.3%

6. a) If a child complains of a sore throat, do you think they should be checked by a health
professional?
Checked by a health professional
Always
Sometimes
Never
Not sure
Total Responses

No.
154
51
0
1
206
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%
74.8%
24.8%
0.0%
0.5%
100.0%

b) Can you please explain your answer?










































In theory should always take child to have throat swab. In practice cost can impact. We have
school swabbing which takes away the cost. I recommended that a child should see a GP as
was unwell. Turns out child had rheumatic fever.
GP sometimes if it doesn't go away.
Things can start as nothing and get more severe which is why you should go.
Depends on the child if it is something that lingers take to doctor.
Māori and Pacific children. Depends on symptoms re visit to health professional
You can never be too sure.
It’s preventable if parents take kids to doctors soon enough.
Go to doctor to catch it early antibiotics.
The issue is with doctors turning people away who can't pay.
Always go to doctor unless it is a normal cold.
Depends on fever/spots.
Sometimes see doctor costs - expensive over six years.
Depends on circumstances.
Judge the situation (before getting checked).
Especially need to go to doctor if Pacific Is or Māori.
Sometimes: Depends on how long it's been around.
Take to doctor if bad. Children, especially low-socio economic.
Everybody can get it especially if live in bad conditions.
Take to health professional if it goes on too long.
Wouldn't do any harm but my daughter maybe wouldn't agree.
May as well because it's free. Children most affected are those under 10.
Sometimes because it depends on the child, sometimes they just want to get out of going to
school.
Depends how badly kids are complaining because I have four kids!
Not something to be sniffed at! Got to take antibiotics and see doctor.
Go to doctor because it could be the start of something more.
No excuse because doctors is free fewer than five.
Going to the doctors is just the general thing to do.
No harm in going to doctor and getting it treated if serious or not.
Take to health professional If have a high fever.
Sometimes: "most times" and quite a few children have had it and then when they're older
they can't play rugby because of their hearts. Always have arguments with granddaughter
cause she doesn't take antibiotics.
I always send to Kura to get checked out.
Most of the time, hard to tell with kids.
I would take them to the doctor now that I know it can lead to RF.
Take to doctor so doesn't get worse.
Could be a minor illness so wait and see if it gets worse.
Take them to doctor if temp goes up / unwell.
Depends on symptoms, other signs. If it doesn't go away / if look sick.
Dad had it so understand importance of sore throat being checked.
Anyone can carry it and spread it easily. Lack of hand washing and kissing babies - often
people carry it and they don't know. Always take child to doctor if glands are up.
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Always (see health professional) because you never know what it's going to turn into.
Depends how bad it is as to whether you go to doctor.
If high temp then go to doctor.
Affects teenagers most. Always. Or go and see a nurse or health care professional.
Life threatening thing.
I tell my moko if they get a sore throat to go straight to the doctor. Take their drugs not
anyone else’s!
Take to GP because of risks.
Grandchild talking about it last night, said if have a sore throat go to doctor straight away.
Sometimes because some cure themselves.
We are aware of it but we need to re-enforce it in the whānau.
Always go to health professional - just in case. Knows X (poster girl) Another girl had it.
Depends how sore - if lasts overnight.
Straight away (take to health professional).
Depends on timing - doctor not open on Sunday. Mum of four.
Throat can infect other parts of the body.
Peace of mind (if checked by health professional). Feel should be someone to take kids with
sore throat to be checked to make sure. Have phone numbers. Take medicine.
Had a battle to get my daughter seen when she was sick. This was down East Coast
(Gisborne way). Took her to GP and was ignored by receptionist. When GP saw her airlifted
her in helicopter to hospital. Receptionist got into trouble for ignoring us when my daughter
was so sick.
Son has GAS throat - school swabbing (picked it up).
Lost members of families to RF so get it checked.
Cost comes into it. As health shop owner, not many talking about RF much.
Depends on severity (of sore throat whether goes to health professional).
Cheap so go (to health professional).
Depends on how bad (checked by a health professional Q).
Cost.
Money comes into it - take to GP if you can afford it.

7. If a bacterial throat infection (strep throat) is diagnosed, how important is it to complete the
prescribed course of antibiotics?
Importance of completing antibiotics

No.

%

Not Important

2

1.0%

Somewhat Important

6

2.9%

194

94.6%

3

1.5%

205

100.0%

Very Important
Not Sure
Total Responses
Antibiotic comments





Antibiotics are a last resort for us but if got serious would complete a course. In the last year I
have become more aware of RF.
Dumb not to complete antibiotics.
Defeating purpose if don't take antibiotics.
Need to take antibiotics, otherwise won't work.
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Do you have any other comments or feedback that you would like to make about Rheumatic
Fever?
General comments












Need more awareness raising. Parents need to be aware.
Awesome job (school based programmes).
Heard about it through school via kids.
Family members have it and heard about it through school.
Told us about it at school. Went through the pamphlet.
Swabbing so good.
Recommend more ads. Make a song.
Sharing in small community. Warm housing - surrounded by forestry but not allowed. Should get
local people (e.g. X) in community more $ raising awareness - use local people.
Local girl was effective. Kohanga knowledge. Skills/knowledge during other health drives e.g.
immunisations.
X is the local girl (on Murupara RF poster). Keep at it.
Explain why not to share.

Demographic information
9.

Which of the following age groups best describes you?

Age group

No.

%

10-14 years

7

2.3%

15-24 years

54

18.0%

25-34 years

58

19.3%

35-54 years

75

25.0%

55+ years

106

35.3%

Total Responses

300

100.0%

10.

Could you please tell me which ethnic group or groups you belong to?

Ethnic group

No.

%

NZ European

138

45.8%

Māori

139

46.2%

PI

5

1.7%

Other

19

6.3%

Total Responses

301

100.0%
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11.

Do you have or regularly care for children aged 16 and under?

Care for children

No.

%

Yes

135

44.9%

No

163

54.2%

Don't Know

3

1.0%

Total Responses

301

100.0%

Gender

No.

%

Male

114

37.9%

Female

187

62.1%

Total Responses

301

100.0%

Location
Tauranga

No.

%

96

31.9%

Whakatane

45

15.0%

Opotiki

51

16.9%

Kawerau

52

17.3%

Murupara

30

10.0%

Taneatua

27

9.0%

Total Responses

301

100.0%

12.

13.

Gender

Location
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APPENDIX 5. SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS WITH CHWS/NURSES

Toi Te Ora is evaluating the 2014 RF awareness campaign. As part of the evaluation, we would really like
to hear your thoughts about how the awareness campaign went and how you think it could be improved.

Your participation is completely voluntary and confidential. Comments made in the report will not have
your name or area next to them.

The questions will focus on two areas:

A. Your thoughts and feedback on the awareness campaign
B. Feedback from your local community.

A. CHW feedback on 2014 awareness campaign

1. In your opinion, what worked well with the 2014 campaign?


TV adverts – awesome, really helped to promote our work.



Radio adverts – 88.1 picked up by locals (mainly adults) and staff.



Radio ads good from kids perspective (children talking on the adverts). Heard people talk about
the radio adverts.



Effective – stuck in there.



Our t-shirts: pharmacy has all asked for one, everyone wants one. Pharmacist wants a tie.



TV ads: Great. Icing on the cake. Sticks out. Short, not too long, not too boring. People identify
with it. Struck me, two little boys are etched in my memory now. Think it was because there was
one well, one wasn’t – played really well. Kids look at it and say it strikes anybody - one standing
next to the other might not have it.



Loved the fact that we worked together before it started. Knew the season was sorted and didn’t
have to stress about getting stuff in the paper. Preliminary planning was superb.



Radio and newspaper: Spotted it in newspaper. Easy, good ads on radio with a bit of variety.



TV adverts – really good. Zipper scar, mum telling the story.
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Having the brother, the clinical and hospital setting, mum telling the story – powerful.



People understand RF is serious – ads tie it all together.



Kids and adults interested, timing of campaign coincided with a local case of RF in the community
so lots of interest in RF. Hard to tell if related to case or adverts or both.



Getting a lot of feedback re local RF case – why were they missed, frustration re that.



Parents more pro-active, asking about swabbing.



Radio adverts – 88.3 / 1xx – Jacob is on radio.



TV adverts – really good.



Also local documentary on Māori TV, we have had a lot of feedback re this.



Radio adverts – don’t really hear radio – poor reception.

1. How do you think the awareness campaign compared to previous years?


The TV adverts made a big difference. We have been advocating for TV adverts for a long time.



Nice to be solid on the message, all programmes aligned to each other and structured.



Message is a lot clearer this year: Stop Sore Throats Hurting Hearts.



“Matter - what?” leaves that question, this is more clear.



National message is clear, working on same message around New Zealand.



Completes the sentence. It’s easy. It’s a conversation starter.



Pamphlets: Time to move on to something new? For the kids’ sake it is! We still send them out
because there could be that Mum that doesn’t have that info. Using them, getting through them.



The TV adverts – lots of feedback.



The TV adverts – lots of feedback about these and the documentary.

2. What are your thoughts on the changes in the messages (from sore throats matter to stop
sore throats hurting hearts)?


Like the new logo and message – the two messages sit well together.
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We have been promoting the old message a bit as well as people recognise and identify with that
message. We have been promoting it for five years so it is ‘locked in’ – e.g. at Matariki day people
from the local community wrote down the ‘sore throats matter’ message when answering the RF
question.



We also changed staff during the campaign, so new staff were still relating to old message (as
the sore throats matter message was current last time they were working as a CHW).



Transition not hard, ‘stop sore throats hurting hearts’ is more explanatory. Initially I was very
protective of the ‘sore throats matter’ message, didn’t want to change, but the new message is
easier to understand in a way.



Changed to new message and logo on letterheads, email signatures etc.



No confusion re messages - key words ‘sore throat, heart’ - in both messages.



See above. Let’s not change it again!



Still think that sore throats matter is ideal / the better message - hard to change.



Guilty to say keep with old message and don’t push the new one



Community has strong ownership of local girl X. She has a really strong support network at
school.



Happy with new message, no problems.

3. What are your thoughts about the use of local and national resources?

Which works best or combination of both?


Combination of both – we still use the pamphlets but X (poster boy) has moved on.



Good to use a mixture of local and national resources, locals still associate with X.



Definitely keep using both local and national – consistent messages.



Still use both.



Happy to move to National resources in a way. Having national messages but with local flavour
with our numbers, local community health workers and where you can find them. Keep 0800
number. Magnets – all given out.



This bypasses us and goes to HealthLine. I rang them and told them if they get queries from
mothers in schools, to tell them community health workers work in schools.
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Interesting to see what Healthline calls were made. We ask every child in outreach and it’s half
and half, all about experience in first call – some like it some don’t.



Combination of both – but we found we had reached saturation with the local pamphlet. Pull back
and use notes/ letters both.



Combination of both – we still use the local pamphlets with X.

Additional comments / conversations


Kids tell on the doctors about not swabbing their throats. Kids are picking up on message and
doctors aren’t – totally hear about that.



There are still messages about sore throats being viral and will go away, some doctors think that.
Is there work done with GPs? [It will come with new sore throat guidelines. Not sure of guidelines
yet.] Guidelines were brilliant. [new ones are similar to old ones but antibiotics sooner and
swabbing sooner, simpler than last time but similar info]



Our pharmacy is going to start swabbing for us too. People go in there for gargle and may as well
get a swab from pharmacist and they would send results to us. They only do school aged kids.
The kids we are missing because they aren’t at school are because they are sick. Pharmacy is
coming to learn how to swab at our next training. One of their assistants. [good idea]



What about practice nurses? Do they have a role? Yes huge.



They need to be targeted.



They have been. Look at draft guidelines and case studies and talked about what it looks like in
their practices they are leading a lot more.



Down the coast, nurses did it anyway with support of GP but she didn’t have to do anything cause
results were coming back to us and we were actioning them. We have had about seven years
without a case. That’s the whole coast population. Really pro-active with see nurse, swab, any
risk cases – antibiotics straight away!



Really impressed at meeting the other night with practice nurses. There has been a change from
GPs leading a few years ago – to now – nurses are triaging patients, pre-schoolers, mums
coming in – taking a more involved role. Very positive to hear cause not like that a few years ago.
Taken four years here to see a change.



If you have a forward thinking GP it’s great.
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4. Did you notice any increase in workload/awareness noted during and after the campaign?


Yes! The TV adverts were really effective as a result of these:


We were getting phone calls from parents to swab children.



Children were coming to us saying “my mum says I need to get a swab”.



Parents were bringing children into the Whakatohea Iwi Social and Health Services
(WISH) building for swabs.



No. Similar. Just parents are more aware to ask us, more proactive. Parents are more involved
which is good.



Yes but that was probably more related to the (newly diagnosed) local RF case.



Hard to tell, have been very busy.

5. Thinking about the 2015 campaign, are there any changes or improvements that you would
you make?


Yes!



More TV adverts.



Use more social media e.g. Facebook via Ministry so stay up to play with the youth. We don’t have
the time or resources to do this locally (e.g. monitor and respond to Facebook pages) so needs to be
done nationally.



Look at beefing up website.



Ideas for future promotions: stamps (with RF heart on for children’s hands etc.). Heavy based
banners (for outside use).



Valentine’s Day 2015 – celebration hui and band.



Also have an issue with the Strepsil adverts, sends confusing / a mixed messages – we are telling
people to get throats checked – Strepsil adverts just says to take a Strepsil – people may do that,
especially if they can’t afford to go to the GP.



Push hygiene, keep clean messages.



More resources, tangibly give to people – something to give to kids.
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Could we look at supporting the Kapa Haka Festival in the Eastern Bay as a whole. People and
giveaways. March.



Drawstring bags – cheap. All brilliant colours. For the under 15s. Or high school students too.



Map showing where community health workers - have link on TTO website.



Bookmarks rather than pamphlets and if pamphlets just one page double sided.



More pens and lip balm.



Sticker charts.



Facebook page



Aim at younger age group – especially males. They act tough – show off – proud to say no - “I’d
rather die” (than get a throat swab).



See admitting sore throat as ‘Paru’ somehow you have to be dirty to have sore throat / skin infection
info and resources “but I am not dirty” common response.



More resources and TV adverts.



Focus on skin infections.

B. Community feedback re 2014 awareness campaign and messages

1. Have you received any feedback from your community about the 2014 RF awareness
campaign?


Yes x four

2. If yes, what was the feedback?


Mainly around the TV adverts – parents and children loved them.



Different angles of the same story - parents identified / will listen to with the parents and likewise
the children identified / will listen to with the twins, the sick one and his brother.



Different information from each family member.



Kids coming up to and saying – “hey your job was on TV”.



Children recognising RF – and identifying with the advert / relating it to himself – one child said
“and he’s brown!”.
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Feedback from parents saying that GPs not always swabbing kids (especially locums), but that
nurses are good at swabbing. Sometimes the GPs send the children to us (CHWs) to swab.



They keep telling us we are doing a brilliant job (teachers).



TV ads - when it first came out everyone/kids were talking about it and knew the words and could
tell you about the ad.



When people see us with t-shirts, they start telling I know someone in my family has this. One
dad I went to drop of medicines, said “I had it” and had penicillin for years.



Recognising logo, symbols and words.



All about the TV adverts.



All about the TV adverts – zipper kids.



Made the local community more aware of what RF is and thankful that we are swabbing.



Also feedback from teachers and children at schools on the adverts.



It validates what we are doing, imagine if we were not swabbing.



Group A Strep (GAS) positive results coming down.

3. Which messages did people hear / see?

Radio


Yes 88.1 – Opotiki radio station.



Feedback from workers and parents on radio ads – older people tend to listen to the radio not the
children.



Good feedback. What about having the ads before YouTube videos show? Heard it on the local
station and it got stuck on the ad for about 20 minutes! We need to give the ad to our local radio
station, they would be happy to play it.



Radio adverts – 1xx and 88.3 0 - Jacob.



Not much feedback about the newspaper adverts.



Radio adverts – don’t really hear radio – poor reception

Newspaper


We didn’t get much feedback about the newspaper adverts.



Just a couple and say the faces – “the mobsters”. [Do more community paper pitching]
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Not much feedback about the newspaper adverts.

TV


TV adverts.



Some teachers saw us on TV - on the news – Te Kaea.



Yes, TV ads – see above.

School


Always been on board and helpful. It has always been a bit weird why there hasn’t been a
national campaign – why is nothing on TV? Finally we have that endorsement.

GP/ Health professional


GPs complaining about people coming in about sore throats. Good feedback from them?
Business as usual around here – not in town.



Jackie’s feedback is it’s just what they do, they’re happy but it was hard work to start.

4. Did you receive any community feedback about any of the following?


Appropriate time/spread/strength of messages



Any particular aspects that really stood out worked



Yes, TV ads.



Flyer is a talking point, tricks them into reading another pamphlet – having a new one. Has done
its job well.



Yes TV ads (see Q2).

Any feedback on the change in the messages (from ‘sore throats matter’ to ‘stop sore throats
hurting hearts’)


No, not really.



Public have not noticed that we have changed the message, they were ready for a new one.
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Any feedback on the use of local and national resources – which work best or combination of
both?


A combination of both – people still identify with ‘sore throats matter message’ – we have been
using it for five years.



Whatever is cheapest.



Strong support for local girl / message.



Combination of both.



Local resources work best.
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APPENDIX 6. THE KATOA TWINS
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APPENDIX 7. CHWS/NURSES FROM THE BOP AND LAKES RF SECTOR TEAMS (2014)

School-based throat swabbing and/or awareness raising programmes were established in the following
areas


Opotiki



Kawerau (2011)



Murupara (2011)



Taneatua (2012)



Tauranga (2012)



Whakatane (2012)

(2009)
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